Please come to an open discussion and strategy session to discuss citation at a graduate-level, and to practice utilizing citation tools and citing sources. GWC tutors will facilitate the session and provide examples and resources. Bring your citation questions and, if possible, any in-progress papers/projects.

Possible issues for you to raise:

- What are expectations about citing sources in papers? About creating source-lists at end of papers?
- How can I keep track of my sources during the writing process (i.e., while I'm writing a paper)?
- How do I cite online sources?
- Should I cite sources only in papers? Do I need to cite sources in my Power Point slides? In my oral presentations?
- What are trustworthy resources for APA? MLA? Chicago/Turabian? CSE? ASA? IEEE? How do graduate students distinguish among all these styles?

Open Writing Session—No Appointment Necessary!

Graduate Writing Center
Academic Support Programs
Campus Center-First Floor-1300, UMass Boston
wwwblogs.umb.edu/gwc
@GWC_ASP_UMB 617-287-6550
gwc@umb.edu

Anyone requiring disability-related accommodations in order to fully participate in this event should go to www.ada.umb.edu <http://www.ada.umb.edu/> and complete the request form.